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Still the world's most trusted adult English course - American Headway Third Edition combines a perfectly-balanced syllabus with
more conversation, assessment and digital teaching and learning resources than ever before.
This book of seven popular classical pieces in the form of bass duets introduces note combinations and intervals rarely heard in
normal bass playing, as well as chords never thought to be playable on the bass guitar. These selections will broaden your sense
of dynamics and enrich your phrasing and musicality. Written in standard notation and tab. Includes access to online audio.
The Beatles were on the Ed Sullivan TV show, and Woodstock rocked the established order. Young Ezra Neuenschwander was
an outcast, picked on by his high school classmates for being different; work boots, faded trousers held up by well-worn leather
suspenders, equally faded denim long sleeve shirt fastened with hooks and clasps, since buttons were too "worldly," and the iconic
Amish hat. He spoke with a faint German accent, and was awkward in his manner, like so many adolescents. But he was smart,
very smart, always excelling in school.Home was equally distressing, with a harsh, religiously dogmatic father and a passive
mother. One day, the abuse reached an intolerable level, and Ezra shoved back, something that went against his every fiber,
knocking his angry father to the ground, hitting his head on a plow on the way down. Certain he had killed his father, Ezra fled,
headed for the big city of Philadelphia.Amish Snow is a sometimes raw and ultimately heartwarming tale of a young Amish man
trying to navigate the turbulent 1960s, a story of loss, redemption, and the triumph of the human spirit, coming of age in a
dangerous time.
Project Management, 8e provides a holistic and realistic approach to Project Management that combines the human aspect and
culture of an organization with the tools and methods used It covers concepts and skills used to propose, plan secure resources,
budget and lead project teams to successful completion of projects. this text is not only on how the management process works,
but also, and more importantly, on why it works. It’s not intended to specialize by industry type or project scope, rather it is written
for the individual who will be required to manage a variety of projects in a variety of organizational settings. 8e was written for a
broad range of audiences including, project managers, students, analysts and Project Management Institute Members preparing
for certification exams. The digital component, Connect, now has enhanced algorithmic problems, Application Based Activities,
SmartBook 2.0 and Practice Operations, a game-based 3D operations management simulation.
The world's most trusted English course, now with a new generation of digital support.
This book carries on the tradition of the solo village witch emphasizing white rather than black magic. It is a practical manual of
instruction for those who choose the solo path of study and particularly stresses the importance of being in tune with nature. As
there are approximately 13 moons each year – the book is divided into 13 parts. Each section is aimed at lasting from the new
moon to the dark to make the student fully aware of the changing power in the tides of the sea and the tides of the self. The moonlong sections deal with a variety of traditional arts, skills and mental exercises which enables the aspiring witch to discover the
inner world of magic inside him/herself. Note that it has not been possible to include the same picture content that appeared in the
original print version.
A tractor repair manual written for the experienced mechanic by professionals in an easy-to-use format , including numerous photos,
illustrations and exploded views.
Start doing your own household repairs and simple renovations without the expense of calling in a professional! If you are frustrated by your
own inability to handle a repair, or resentful of having to pay someone to take care of simple home maintenance—you’ve come to the right
place. Full of expert advice, this practical handbook features easy instructions for all the home DIY basics, from painting and wallpapering to
simple plumbing, changing a lock, using power tools, fixing a squeaky board and much more. Beginner's Guide to DIY & Home Repair will
provide first-time homeowners and renters with the basic skills and guidance to get the job done. This ultimate reference guide for the DIY
novice offers help for anyone who has a busy working life but still wants to make their home look good—without spending a fortune.
Fundamentals of Corporate Finance, by Richard A. Brealey, Stewart C. Myers and Alan J. Marcus, has been applauded for its modern
approach and interesting examples. Professors praise the authors' well-organized and thoughtful writing style and their clear exposition of
what many students consider difficult material. The authors accomplish this without sacrificing an up-to-date, technically correct treatment of
core topic areas. Since this author team is known for their outstanding research, teaching efforts, and market-leading finance textbooks, it's
no surprise that they have created an innovative and market-driven revision that is more student friendly than ever. Every chapter has been
reviewed and revised to reflect the current environment in corporate finance.
A guide to the Canon EOS 60D camera describes the camera's controls, exposure and focusing systems, custom settings, shooting, and
setup menus, and discusses the flash and accessories available.
Discover how the scientist Bruce Banner becomes the green giant known as the incredible Hulk! Ready-to-Read books offer children a world
of possibilities at three different reading levels. Level 1: Starting to Read Simple stories, building vocabulary, basic sentences. Level 2:
Reading Independently More-challenging stories, varied sentence structure, paragraphs and short chapters. Level 3: Reading Proficiently
Complex stories, rich vocabulary, longer chapters.
Perfect for both business English students and people already at work, this dictionary provides easy access to the worlds of accounting,
banking, economics, marketing, shipping and the stock market

The Templar Cross is the second in the Paul Christopher's John Holliday series. Some secrets are too great to bear...
Army Ranger Lt. Col. John 'Doc' Holliday is teaching at West Point when he receives desperate news. His niece Peggy
has been kidnapped while joining an ancient tomb excavation in Egypt. Holliday immediately sets out to locate and
rescue her. But Peggy's captors belong to the Brotherhood of the Temple of Isis - murderous fanatics who worship a
dead god. A trail of clues sends Holliday deep into Africa and into the heart of a conspiracy involving an ancient Egyptian
legend and the darkest secrets of the Order of Templar Knights. Secrets that, once uncovered, are a death warrant . . .
The Templar Cross by Paul Christopher is the second instalment in the historical thriller series following John Holliday on
his quest to uncover the secrets of the ancient Templar Order. Subsequent titles include The Templar Conspiracy, Lost
City of the Templars and Valley of the Templars. Paul Christopher is the pseudonym of a bestselling US novelist who
lives in the Great Lakes region.
This is the first true entry-level bread-baking cookbook, from Josey Baker (that's his real name!), a former science
teacher turned San Francisco baking sensation. Josey Baker Bread combines step-by-step lessons with more than 100
photographs, offering easy-to-follow guidance for aspiring bakers. Recipes start with the basic formula for making bread—
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requiring little more than flour, water, time, and a pan—and build in depth and detail as the user progresses to more
complex loaves, including Josey's cult favorite Dark Mountain Rye. With chapters dedicated to pizza, pocketbreads, and
treats, Josey's playful, encouraging tone makes for a fun read full of great advice for bakers of all levels.
This beautiful, sleek, stylish 8.5x11 inch soft cover paperback marble notebook features a letter L monogram for those
whose name starts with the initial L. The monogram is written in a flowy, fancy, cursive font, and is set on on a faux gray
& white marble classic background. A pretty watercolor flower design print decorates the cover with blue and pink
flowers, and green leaves & foliage, to complete the natural nature inspired design. Classy & elegant, this marble journal
is inspired by both timeless, traditional classic luxurious styles where marble is often associated with luxury, and it is also
inspired by minimalistic clean contemporary modern fashion. It's inspired by this mixed with inspiration from the pretty
boho floral style.The interior of this gorgeous, feminine, floral flowery grey marbled composition notebook contains lined /
Medium Ruled / College-ruled paper, with 120 pages, and the pages are perfect bound.A cute, classically glamorous,
classy, trendy, girly, sophisticated, chic and beautiful diary, notepad or field book for use at work, in the office, at school,
college, university, home or anywhere you desire. The perfect piece of beautful stationery to complete your collection of
lovely, fashionable paper writing pads or office supplies.A custom notebook, customised with your own name initial, great
for those looking for a fancy-looking custom journal that's personalised to be a name-letter customized notebook, for you
to have your own personalized journal for your personalised needs!With its flowing font & flowy typography lettering and
pink flower decoration this girly note book may be particularly suitable for women, for girls, for teen girls, for ladies and for
formal professional business women.Great for writing, planning, doodling, journaling, note taking and keeping track of
your ideas, plans, doodles, notes and thoughts.This Notebook Perfect for used- Notebook for Kids- Notebook for SchoolNotebook For Doodling- Sketchbook for Kids
The Deitels' groundbreaking How to Program series offers unparalleled breadth and depth of programming
fundamentals, object-oriented programming concepts and intermediate-level topics for further study. Java How to
Program, Late Objects, 11th Edition, presents leading-edge computing technologies using the Deitel signature live-code
approach, which demonstrates concepts in hundreds of complete working programs. The 11th Edition presents updated
coverage of Java SE 8 and new Java SE 9 capabilities, including JShell, the Java Module System, and other key Java 9
topics. The full text downloaded to your computer With eBooks you can: search for key concepts, words and phrases
make highlights and notes as you study share your notes with friends eBooks are downloaded to your computer and
accessible either offline through the Bookshelf (available as a free download), available online and also via the iPad and
Android apps. Upon purchase, you will receive via email the code and instructions on how to access this product. Time
limit The eBooks products do not have an expiry date. You will continue to access your digital ebook products whilst you
have your Bookshelf installed.
Ann Larkin Hansen offers expert advice on everything from scythes to disc mowers, and details the pros and cons of
using horse power or tractors. You’ll learn how to choose the right species for your soil, judge hay quality to buy or sell,
and determine how many bales your animals need to stay happy, healthy, and energetic.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that
may come packaged with the bound book. The Deitels’ groundbreaking How to Program series offers unparalleled
breadth and depth of object-oriented programming concepts and intermediate-level topics for further study. This survey of
Java programming contains an optional extensive OOD/UML 2 case study on developing and implementing the software
for an automated teller machine. The Eighth Edition of this acclaimed text is now current with the Java SE 6 updates that
have occurred since the book was last published. The Late Objects Version delays coverage of class development until
Chapter 8, presenting the control structures, methods and arrays material in a non-object-oriented, procedural
programming context.
This set reissues two volumes entitled A Book of Broadsheets and A Second Book of Broadsheets, both with introductions by Geoffrey
Dawson, a former editor of The Times. Together, the books make up an anthology of the 1915 broadsheets distributed by The Times to
members of H.M. Forces serving in the trenches of World War I. The volumes contain a wide variety of rich literature form before the war.
For the aficionado of farm equipment, or the scion of an old farming family nostalgic for the old days, or the grown-up boy who still loves a
classic piece of old-time machinery, the vintage tractor can be a thrilling find like no other. This book tells dozens of stories of such
discoveries, of the treasured old tractor parked in a shed since 1927, of the pristine model unearthed at an estate sale, of the broken-down
old beauty stashed in a barn where generations of children have made their secret hideaways. These are the classic tractors that are often as
hard to find as a needle in a haystack—but far more fun to discover, as all of these delightful stories make abundantly clear.
Starting with an introduction about discovering the coal-burning paddle steamers of the Humber in the early 1970s the book continues with a
brief history of the ferries of the Humber Estuary, the coming of the first paddle steamer, the Caledonia, in 1814 and the rapid expansion of
steamers operating on the estuary. It includes personal memories of those who worked on, used and loved the Humber ferries. It especially
looks at the paddle steamers, Tattershall Castle, Wingfield Castle and Lincoln Castle, which became the last coal-burning paddle steamers
operating a regular service in the United Kingdom. An appendix lists over 80 paddle steamers from the Caledonia of 1814 to the last of the
line the Lincoln Castle identified as working on the Humber Estuary from published and archive sources. It includes the diesel powered
paddle vessel Farringford which saw out the service in 1981 and also other vessels associated with the Hull to New Holland ferry.
A workbook on descriptive and subject cataloguing featuring practical examples and suggested solutions to reinforce theoretical concepts
and practical application in descriptive cataloguing (using Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, 2nd ed., 1998 rev.), bibliographic classification
(using Dewey Decimal Classification, 21st ed.) and assigning subject headings (using Sears List of Subject Headings, 17th ed.). Includes
examples for both manual and computerised creation of bibliographic records, thus preparing students for both automated and manual library
and information service (LIS) environments While the workbook uses Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, Dewey Decimal Classification and
Sears List of Subject Headings as tools for information organisation, the major objective is to develop skills in information management and
organisation While the workbook is likely to be predominately used in the instruction of first level library and/or information studies
programmes offered by higher education institutions, it could very well be used in the LIS work environment
What if we could learn to accept I don't know and embrace the possibility that the future is full of mystery, excitement, and unlimited
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opportunity? The Art of Uncertainty is an invitation to the reader to consider its essential message: learning to love the unknown by staying
present in the moment. If the difficulties of recent years have taught us anything-particularly those who "did everything right" and still saw it all
fall apart-it's that none of us has as much control over our lives as we believe. The only thing we can control is our next thought. What if we
could learn how to be at peace with uncertainty and embrace the possibility that the future is full of mystery, excitement, and unlimited
opportunity? What if we discovered that a new paradigm can be more fulfilling, more rewarding, and more peaceful than what we have
known? Living in the I don't know and loving it is an art form we can all master, and The Art of Uncertainty is the perfect guidebook.
Appropriate for all basic-to-intermediate level courses in Visual Basic 2012 programming. Created by world-renowned programming
instructors Paul and Harvey Deitel, the book introduces all facets of the Visual Basic 2012 language through a hands-on approach with
hundreds of working programs.
Surveys and describes the three main roping events in rodeo: calf roping, steer roping, and team roping.
Elizabeth A. Sutton explores the fascinating but previously neglected history of corporate cartography during the Dutch Golden Age, from
circa 1600 to 1650. She examines how maps were used as propaganda tools for the Dutch West India Company in order to encourage the
commodification of land and an overall capitalist agenda.
-- C'est la vie American Psycho's Patrick Bateman has met his match in Manhattan's newest, most fabulous trendsetting serial killers, Blair
Waldorf and Serena van der Woodsen.
Many people today find that their prayers don’t “work.” And like a broken cell phone, DVD player, or TV remote, they throw prayer out as
unnecessary “clutter” in their busy lives. Anne Graham Lotz has found that while prayer does work, sometimes the “pray-ers” don’t. So she
has turned to the prophet Daniel for help. The Daniel Prayer is born deep within your soul, erupts through your heart, and pours out on your
lips, words created by and infused with the Spirit of God quivering with spiritual electricity. It’s really not an everyday type of prayer. It’s a
prayer birthed under pressure. Heartache. Grief. Desperation. It can be triggered by a sudden revelation of hope. An answer to prayer, a
promise freshly received, a miracle that lies just over the horizon. Join Anne in a thrilling discovery of prayer that really works. This book will
help you pray effectively for your nation, for your families, and for yourself.
Completely revised and updated to cover the new features in the 1.2 release of Java, this book is a comprehensive look at learning how to
program in Java. The book covers all facets of the Java language, including object-orientation, multithreading, exception-handling, the new
event model, the graphics capabilities of the new Abstract Windows Toolkit, and the new APIs.
This companion for fans of the Napoleonic sea sagas offers maps of the novels’ streets, seas, and coasts, and much more. The tall-masted
sailing ships of the early nineteenth century were the technological miracles of their day, allowing their crews to traverse the seas with greater
speed than had ever been possible before. Novelist Patrick O’Brian captured the thrill of that era with his characters Jack Aubrey and
Stephen Maturin, who visited exotic locales in the service of the Royal Navy. From frigid Dieppe to balmy Batavia, they strolled the ports of
the world as casually as most do the streets of their hometown. Packed with maps and illustrations from the greatest age of sail, this volume
shows not just where Aubrey and Maturin went, but how they got there. An incomparable reference for devotees of O’Brian’s novels and
anyone who has dreamed of climbing aboard a warship, Harbors and High Seas is a captivating portrait of life on the sea, when nothing stood
between man and ocean but grit, daring, and a few creaking planks of wood.
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